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Abstract. In this paper, we have described an efficient stereo matching 

method and pedestrian detection method using stereo types Long-Wave 

Infrared Camera (LWIR) camera. We compared with two types stereo 

camera algorithm as efficient large-scale stereo matching (ELAS) and 

semi-global matching (SGM). For pedestrian detection using stereo 

LWIR camera, we used that SGM stereo matching method, free space 

detection method using u/v-disparity, and histogram of oriented gradi-

ent (HOG) feature based pedestrian detection. According to testing re-

sult, SGM method has better performance than block matching and 

ELAS algorithm. Combination of SGM, free space detection, and pe-

destrian detection using HOG features and SVM classification can de-

tect pedestrian of 30m distance. 
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1. Introduction

vision-based system for detecting the road environment for driver assistance is an 

emerging research area. Many researchers have developed techniques for recognizing 

interesting vehicles and obstacles from images of road environments, to facilitate 

applications on the camera-assisted system that assists drivers in understanding possi-

ble hazards on the road [1]. Vision system using camera module can be detected ob-

ject types but cannot be detected distance. for extract distance, stereo vision using two 

cameras can be detected distance. There are three types algorithms in the stereo mat-

ing algorithm. First, local matching method is fast, but its performance depends on 
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window size [2], [3]. Second, global matching method has better performance but 

more processing time because of energy function [4]-[9]. Third, semi-global matching 

(SGM) method is based on the idea of pixel wise matching of mutual information and 

approximating a global, 2D smoothness constraint by combining many 1D constraints 

[10]. In this paper, for pedestrian detection, we developed mono long wave IR camera 

such as thermal camera and captured stereo image with base-line of 140 mm. We 

compare with stereo matching method and apply to the pedestrian detection. 

2. LWIR Stereo Matching Method

We focus on comparison with stereo matching methods and application of pedes-

trian detection on the dynamic road environment at the day-time and night-time using 

stereo long-wave IR camera. 

A. LWIR Camera Module 

We developed long-wave-IR camera. The camera’s specification is spectral band 

of 8~14 µm, detector format of 320 by 240, frame rate of 60 fps, thermal sensitivity 

50 mK, and uncooled cooling method. 

B. Stereo LWIR Camera System 

We developed long-wave-IR stereo camera system. The camera’s specification is 

base-line of 140 mm, image resolution of 320 by 240, frame rate of 60 fps. The cam-

era system obtained only same sync images. This system is developed by Xilinx 

ZC7020 platform. Using captured stereo image, we compare with stereo matching 

method such as efficient large-scale stereo matching (ELAS) [11] and semi-global 

matching (SGM) [10]. 

C. Free Space Detection 

To extract free space detection, we used to u and v of disparity. Ref. [12] was the 

first to introduce the name v-disparity approach and proposed a real-time accumula-

tion strategy. It is possible to extract ROI of object candidates using v-disparity and u-

disparity approach method. 

D. Pedestrian Detection 

Our pedestrian detection method is based on disparity of stereo long-wave-IR cam-

era. We detect candidates of pedestrian using threshold method in the free space re-

gion of LWIR image. In the region of candidates, we extract histogram of oriented 

gradient (HOG) features [13] and classify pedestrian using support vector machine 

[14]. 
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3. Test Results

The proposed system is tested on Xilinx ZC7020 platform. The frame rate of test 

videos is 60 frames per second, and the size of each frame of grabbed image sequenc-

es is 320 pixels by 240 pixels. Figure 1 describes the results of stereo matching and 

pedestrian detection with LWIR stereo images compare with ELAS and SGM stereo 

matching method according to LWIR input images in the 20m distance. Figure 2 

shows the results of pedestrian detection using stereo types LWIR camera and SGM 

stereo matching method on the real-road. For the comparison of distance accuracy of 

pedestrian detection, we use IBEO Lidar sensor with test system. In the results, accu-

racy between of real distance using Lidar sensor and calculated distance using LWIR 

stereo camera has distance error about 30 cm. 

Figure 1. Results of stereo matching algorithms of (a) ELAS and (b) SGM 

Figure 2. Pedestrian detection of LWIR stereo matching using SGM 
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Table 1. Results Of Distance Accuracy Of Pedestrian Detection 

Real Distance (m) Average Distance (m) using LWIR Stereo Camera 

5 5 

10 9.86 

15 14.25 

20 20.31 

25 24.76 

30 30.08 

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient stereo matching method using stereo types 

LWIR camera. In addition, we propose the LWIR camera based pedestrian detection 

method. To find efficient stereo matching algorithm, we compare with LWIR camera 

based three types stereo matching algorithm as block matching, ELAS, and SGM. For 

the detection of pedestrians within 20 m, LWIR based SGM algorithm has a perfor-

mance which is better than the other algorithms. In the ROI of stereo matching and 

free space detection using u/v-disparity, we extract HOG feature for pedestrian detec-

tion and classify using SVM. It can detect pedestrian in the 30m distance and has a 

distance error about 30 cm compared with Lidar sensor. 
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